Specializing in mini-barrel plating kits, Yamamoto-MS provides equipment that accommodates a wide
range of needs, from the trial manufacture to the production of micro parts.
We target production of micro parts with high added value that can be manufactured within a space of just
a single desk. The barrels are manually lined with mesh by our expert engineers to control level differences
inside the barrel to the minimum.
When barrel-plating micro parts, repeated use of a mini-barrels produces more accurate plating than
one-time use of a large barrel. For this reason, many precision parts manufacturers adopt this method.
Precision parts that have been plated with Yamamoto-MS’s barrel plating kits can be found all over the
world. They could be in your smartphone, camera, or watch. They can also be found in precision industrial
equipment and elsewhere. All these things could have first started out from a Yamamoto-MS barrel.

Not only for R & D,but optimal for production of ultra-small parts.

Barrel

Laboratory and small-Lot
Production Kit

Features of mini-barrels
. Use of a mini-barrel improves the distribution of current density,
compared to when a large barrel is used, and therefore,achieves better
distribution of film thickness. Enhanced quality can also be achieved
because of the increased frequency (number of times) of each workpiece arising to the surface out of the clustered bunch of work-pieces,
which also works to reduce the time required for plating.
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( Example ) Process of plating 10,000 pieces in a single large barrel

1

Divide the process to plating 2,000 pieces in five mini barrels, with each
barrel powered by separate power supply.
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How to select Barrel
To select the right barrel for your use, follow the procedures below in accordance with the size and shape
of items to be plated.
1

Basically, select a horizontal-type barrel, if possible.

2

Select a tapered barrel when items to be plated are ultra-small (0.5mm or below), narrow or thready and
are likely to get entangled.

[ First try the horizontal type
if the horizontal type is unsuitable, re-try with the tapered-type
please consult us if the tapered type is also unsuitable! ]

Features of Horizontal Barrels
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. Excellent tumbling and mixing performance resulting in high productivity with hardly any dispersion in film thickness.
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. Optimal for precision plating, since plating is barely affected by variability.

. Rare occurrence of contact failures, thus demonstrating high productivity and quality.
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Example
of use

. Excellent film thickness distribution can be achieved by use of solutions that do not readily generate
gas, as well as controlling gas generation by applying low current.
. For use in precision plating, plating is performed slowly by weak electrolyzation over an extended
time of about six hours, during which film thickness of work-pieces are checked by sampling.

Features of Tapered Barrels
. Compared to horizontal barrels, tumbling and mixing performance is weaker, but better than oscillating or
rocker barrels.
. Applicable to small work-pieces of φ0.5mm or below, compared to horizontal barrels. (Horizontal barrels
are not suited for micro work-pieces as they are likely to get stuck in the mesh.)
. Compared to horizontal barrels, more suitable for narrow or thready work-pieces which are likely to get entangled.
. Compared to oscillating barrels, contact failures are less likely to occur.

. Work-pieces are unlikely to get stuck inside the barrel, regardless of size or shape.
. Since the barrel is coverless and open, there is no accumulation of gas.
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Example
of use
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. The approximate volume of micro parts to be placed inside the tapered barrel [ ex. Syachihoko PP
Mesh-Barrel ( molded pieces ), ] is one spoonful ( tea-spoon ), equivalent to about 100,000 pieces.

Use of Dummies
In barrel plating, dummy balls or rods are mixed inside according to intended use for the following three purposes.
No.

Product No.

Kind of Plating

1 B-80AW

Underwater Barrel Model-1-W

2 B-74-M1A-P01W

Micro Barrel

3 B-75CW

Mini Barrel Model-1-Cw

4 B-76-02AW

Electroplating

5 B-76-03AW
6 B-76-KWFN-BW
7 B-76-KWFN-W
8 B-73-01BW
2

Product Name

9 B-73-02AW

Electroplating /
Electrolessplating

Electrolessplating

Drum Volume Load Volume

Dimensions
250 ( D ) × 350 ( W ) × 280 ( H )

60mL

Drum Rotations

Mesh Opening
-

0 ~ 34rpm

10-30μm / poreless

0 ~ 30rpm

0.105mm

15mL

3mL

250 ( D ) × 250 ( W ) × 350 ( H )

140mL

40mL

80 ( D ) × 110 ( W ) × 220 ( H )

15mL

3mL

60 ( D ) × 95 ( W ) × 135 ( H )

Mini Barrel 100Aw

100mL

30mL

90 ( D ) × 160 ( W ) × 245 ( H )

Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko ( Rugby ball type )

290mL

100mL

330 ( D ) × 90 ( W ) × 370 ( H )

Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko

100mL

20mL

330 ( D ) × 90 ( W ) × 370 ( H )

Box-type Mini Barrel

160mL

50mL

95 ( D ) × 140 ( W ) × 360 ( H )

0.289mm / 1.19mm

Electroless Plating Mini Barrel ( drum type )

145mL

30mL

100 ( D ) × 160 ( W ) × 235 ( H )

0.289mm / 1.19mm

Tenori Barrel Aw

1

Improving conductivity
Conductivity of items can be enhanced by mixing in conductive dummies (Ni, Sn, etc. plating to iron,
ceramics, etc.) with other work-pieces. Dummies with optimal size and specific gravity should be chosen to
match the shape and material of work-pieces.
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Improving agitation for better tumbling and mixing performance
Tumbling and mixing performance can be enhanced by mixing dummies with optimal size and specific gravity to
match the shape and material of work-pieces. By using dummies, variations in plating finish can be controlled.

3

Preventing clinging or entangling of work-pieces
When plate-shaped work-pieces are placed inside the barrel for plating, problem arises in that the pieces tend
to cling to each other. In such cases, by mixing in specially-shaped dummies, such clinging can be controlled.

0.105mm
0.105mm

0 ~ 34rpm

0.105mm
0.105mm

3

Barrels

Barrels
B-76-02AW

B-76-KWFN-BW

Electroplating

Tenori (hand palm-size) Barrel AW

Horizontal-type barrel for electroplating with drum volume of 15mL. The barrel-size is small enough to be held on a
lady's palm. Since drum is removable, objects for plating can be easily taken in and out. Mesh-size is selectable.

No. of Drum Rotations

0 ~ 30rpm

Material

Acryl, PP, etc.

Drum Volume

For barrel plating of ultra-small parts, the selection of an adequate barrel and highly accurate power supply is essential.
With the Slant Barrel, level difference within the drum has been made smoother, and such problems as spacing between
the parts and the saranmesh and the contacting of parts with each other, as well as internal collection of hydrogen gas
have been improved. By using Programmable Power Supply, featuring excellent current-voltage property, together with
Slant Barrel, a wide range of plating is possible from trial production of small parts to actual production.

specification

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 60 ( D ) × 95 ( W ) × 135 ( H )mm

0.2kg

No. of Drum Rotations

0 ~ 34rpm

Heatproof Temp

65℃

Material

Acryl, PP, etc.

Approx. 15mL ( Load Volume : approx. 3mL ) Mesh Opening

Acryl, PP, etc.

Drum Volume

Drum Volume

Main Unit Weight

0.7kg

No. of Drum Rotations

0 ~ 34rpm

Heatproof Temp

65℃

Material

PP, etc.

Acryl, PP, etc.

Drum Volume

Acryl, etc.

Drum Volume

Approx. 60mL

0 ~ 34rpm

Heatproof Temp

65℃

Material

PP, etc.

B-74-M1AW-T02A

Micro Barrel & Stirrer Set

No. of Drum Rotations

0 ~ 34rpm

Material

Acryl, PP, etc.

Drum Volume

4

Approx. 160mL ( Load Volume : approx. 50mL ) Mesh Opening

※

Heatproof Temp

65℃

Material

PP, etc.

AC100V ~ 240V

Drum Volume

-

B-76-V

Electroplating

Mini Pressure-Reduced
Tank for Barrels
Tank into which horizontal barrel can be
placed and pressure reduced.
Barrels can also be rotated inside the
tank.
For products shaped to easily let air
inside, it will be possible to let solution
efficiently flow inside because of the
reduced pressure.

Micro Barrel with
micro pore ( 10-30μm )

2.7kg
65℃

AC100V ~ 240V
10-30μm / poreless

specification
Main Unit Weight

1.1kg

Heatproof Temp

90℃

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 100 ( D ) × 160 ( W ) × 235 ( H )mm Input Voltage

specification

Approx. 15mL ( Load Volume : approx. 3mL ) Mesh Opening

Electrolessplating

Horizontal-type barrel equipment for electroless plating with drum volume of 145mL. Since drum is removable, objects
for plating can be easily taken in and out. Mesh-size is selectable.
The main unit can also be used with the magnetic-disc type ( B-73-03AW ) .
※ Air pump is sold separately.

0 ~ 34rpm

Micro Barrel
poreless ( Acryl )

0.289 / 1.19mm

Electroless Plating Mini Barrel (drum type)

No. of Drum Rotations

Patent-Registered

AC100V ~ 240V

B-73-02AW

3.2kg

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 250 ( D ) × 250 ( W ) × 350 ( H )mm Input Voltage

90℃

Drum Volume

Main Unit Weight

Heatproof Temp

1.2kg

Heatproof Temp

0.105mm

specification

Main Unit Weight

Main Unit Weight

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 95 ( D ) × 140 ( W ) × 360 ( H )mm Input Voltage

Electroplating

Slant-type barrel for electroplating with drum volume of 15mL.
Drums have been sintered with microscopic resin of 10μm and therefore,
have microscopic pores, making plating of ultra-small parts possible.
Poreless drums are also available ( sold separately ) .
Stirrer ( W / Stand ) and anode plate are sold separately.

specification

AC100V ~ 240V

Mesh Opening

Electrolessplating

Horizontal and converted type barrel equipment for electroless plating with drum volume of 160mL. Since drum is
removable, objects for plating can be easily taken in and out. Mesh-size is selectable.
We accept custom-orders of jigs such as drums for use with pins.

No. of Drum Rotations

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 250 ( D ) × 350 ( W ) × 280 ( H )mm Input Voltage

0.105mm

B-73-01BW

Slant-type barrel equipment for electroplating with drum volume of 60mL. Since poreless drum is used, plating of any
small parts is possible.
The drum is removal with one-touch.
Stirrer ( W / Stand ) and anode plate are sold separately.

Material

AC100V ~ 240V

Box-Type Mini Barrel (for electroless plating)

1.5kg

Underwater Barrel Model-1-W

0 ~ 34rpm

100mL ( Load Volume: approx. 20mL) Mesh Opening

Main Unit Weight

B-80AW

No. of Drum Rotations

90℃

Drum Volume

specification

Approx. 100mL ( Load Volume : approx. 30mL ) Mesh Opening

1.2kg

Heatproof Temp

0.105mm
Electroplating

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 90 ( D ) × 160 ( W ) × 245 ( H )mm Input Voltage

Main Unit Weight

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 330 ( D ) × 90 ( W ) × 370 ( H )mm Input Voltage

Horizontal-type barrel for electroplating with drum volume of 100mL.
Since drum is removable, objects for plating can be easily taken in and out. Mesh-size is selectable.

Material

specification

AC100V ~ 240V

Mini Barrel 100 AW

0 ~ 34rpm

Electrolessplating

For barrel plating of ultra-small parts, the selection of an adequate barrel and highly accurate power supply is essential.
With the Slant Barrel, level difference within the drum has been made smoother, and such problems as spacing between
the parts and the saranmesh and the contacting of parts with each other, as well as internal collection of hydrogen gas
have been improved. By using Programmable Power Supply, featuring excellent current-voltage property, together with
Slant Barrel, a wide range of plating is possible from trial production of small parts to actual production.

B-76-03AW

No. of Drum Rotations

0.105mm
Electroplating

Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko

specification

Approx. 140mL ( Load Volume : approx. 40mL ) Mesh Opening

AC100V ~ 240V

290mL ( Load Volume: approx. 100mL) Mesh Opening

B-76-KWFN-W

Electroplating

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 80 ( D ) × 110 ( W ) × 220 ( H )mm Input Voltage

65℃

0.105mm

Horizontal-type barrel for electroplating with drum volume of 140mL. Mesh-size is selectable.
The Mini-Barrel is our 30-years long-seller product.

Material

1.2kg

Heatproof Temp

Outer (Installation) Dimensions 330 ( D ) × 90 ( W ) × 370 ( H )mm Input Voltage

Mini Barrel Model-1-CW

0 ~ 34rpm

Main Unit Weight

AC100V ~ 240V

B-75CW

No. of Drum Rotations

specification

Main Unit Weight
Input Voltage

Electroplating

Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko ( Rugby ball type )

Photograph : Japanese specifications Type

Approx. 145mL ( Load Volume : approx. 30mL ) Mesh Opening
Product No.
B-81-P07A-2
B-81-P08A-2
B-81-P09
B-81-P10
B-81-P11
B-81-P12
B-81-P13
B-81-P14
B-81-P15
B-81-P16
B-81-P17-2
B-81-P18
B-81-P19
B-81-P20
B-81-P21
B-81-P22

Product Name

Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 0.5mm Ball (Copper plated ceramics)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 1.0mm Ball (Copper plated ceramics)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 1.0mm Ball (Iron)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 1.2mm Ball (Iron)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 2.0mm Ball (Iron)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 0.8mm (Stainless-steel SUS304)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 1.0mm (Stainless-steel SUS304)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 0.8mm Ball (Iron)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 1.6mm Ball (Brass)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 3.1mm Ball (Iron)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 4.0mm Ball (Iron)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 0.45mm Ball (Iron)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 0.5mm Ball (Ceramics)
Dummy Ball for Barrel Plating 1.0mm Ball (Ceramics)
Dummy for Barrel Plating φ1.0mm×L (Iron)
Dummy for Barrel Plating φ0.6mm×L (Brass)

~
~

AC100V ~ 240V
0.289 / 1.19mm

1000mL
1000mL
20mL
20mL
20mL
20mL
20mL
20mL
20mL
100mL
1000mL
20mL
20mL
20mL

B-81

Dummy Balls
Dummy balls for barrel
plating. Various kind of
materials, such as Cu
plated ceramics or
r e s i n , i r o n , S U S 304,
Brass, ceramics and so
on are available.
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Drum / Motordriver
Barrel Drums ( Various Barrel Drums)

Drums of various types are sold in individual pieces.
Custom-orders are also accepted
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No.

1

2

2
3

10
6

7

8

9

Drums for use with Tapered Barrel-Syachihoko, inside which there is no level difference.
New Drum

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Product No.
B-76-KWFN-MK
B-76-KWFN-MKP01
B-76-KWFN-P01
B-76-KWFN-P02A
B-76-KWFN-P03A1,2,3
B-76-KWFN-P11
B-76-KWFN-P12
B-74-M1-P08-1
B-74-M1-P08-2
B-74-M1-P08-3
B-74-M1-P08-4
B-76-KWFN-P10

Product Name
Treatment/Water Round Container ( 0.105 Mesh opening )
Treatment/Water Round Container Handle
Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko Mesh opning Drum (0.105 Mesh opening)
Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko PP Poreless Drum (type of possible to put a lid)
Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko Acryl Poreless Drum Lid A1:φ32, A2φ37, A3:φ42
Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko Rugby ball Mesh opening Drum I slim type (0.105 Mesh opening)
Tapered Barrel - Syachihoko Rugby ball Mesh opening Drum Ⅱ (0.105 Mesh opening)
Micro Barrel Drum ( Model RB74130 )
Micro Barrel Drum ( Model RB74140 )
Micro Barrel Drum ( Model RB74150 )
Micro Barrel Drum ( Acryl Poreless Drum )
Tapered Barrel-Syachihoko Drum Base

Adaptable for use with ultra small parts when compared to existing drums, since there is no level difference

B-75-P14A

Digital Display Speed Controller

Motor Driver specially designed for small barrel equipment.
Complicated motion is settable by programming (max. 10 steps.)

Both normal and reverse rotation can be applied. (Good mixing, prepending tangling.)

Multiple Protections. (Dropping of input voltage, over voltage of input, over heat, over load.)

Programming not only speed, but also normal/reverse motions and
stop/go, work pieces are well mixed and tangling is prepended.

Input
Power

Output

AC Adopter

Input
Output
Output plug

Output Voltage
Rating Output Current
Maximum Output Current
Stability of Output Voltage
Protection for Short Circuit

Protection for Over Current

In case that output current exceeds 1.8A, alarm is shown and output is
automatically shut down.
Shut down state can be released by pushing [ STOP ] key.

Protection for Over Load

In case that output power has been exceeded 8W for 5 sec, alarm is shown
and output is automatically shut down.
Shut down state can be released by pushing [STOP] key.

Display
Pause time in inverted rotational motion
Other
Specifi
-cations

Automatic Shutoff Time
Dimension and Weight
Environment
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specification
DC14 ~ 20V
450mA ( Input: DC15V, Load: 6W )
AC85 ~ 264V, 50Hz/60Hz
DC15V, 2A
φ5.5 × φ2.1
0- ±12V
0.42A ( In case that output voltage is ±12V. )
0.84A ( In case that output voltage is within ± 6V )
within±1%
In case that output is shorted, output is automatically shut down.

LCD, 16 digits, 2 lines.
Settable 1 ~ 60 sec, with resolution of 1 sec.
Settable to 0 ~ 999999 sec, with resolution of 1 sec.
If this parameter is set to 0 sec, continuous operation is applied.

D : 181 mm, W : 120mm, H : 66 mm ( not including rubber foots and any other projections. )
Weight : 580g
Sloped Enclosure
Operating Environment: 0 ~ 40℃, 20 ~ 90% RH ( no condensation )
Storage Environment -20 ~ 50℃, 20 ~ 90% RH ( no condensation )

Our barrel plating kits make it possible to plate parts used as precision machinery
components and precision electronic components – even the microscopic ones. Because
the barrels generally used at manufacturing sites are very big, they require large
quantities of materials when used for experiments, making them inconvenient to use.
In the 1970s, Yamamoto-MS launched small Barrels that made it possible to conduct
experiments using only small quantities of materials. Our Barrels became widely known
not only for the transparency that made it possible to observe the movement of workpieces inside the tank, but also for the surprisingly compact size that made experiments
even in beakers possible. Over time, the trend has shifted to many items and products
becoming more and more compact, which also generated the need for us to manufacture
mini-barrels for experiments to match the size and shape of such items.

02 Meeting the Demands of the Times with New Concepts and Technologies
With items to be plated becoming smaller and smaller, our Micro Barrel can handle even
micron-sized work-pieces. We have also developed the palm-sized Tenori Barrel, the
likes of which cannot be found at any other company. (In Japanese, tenori means “fits in
the hand.”)
The Micro Barrel is an original product with an unprecedented structure. It can even
handle work-pieces that are practically particle-sized. The Tenori Barrel is both small
in size, as well as having an extremely small level difference inside the drum, which
prevents work-pieces from getting stuck. Both products are actively utilized as production
equipment for micro parts and are used widely by watchmakers, electronic component
makers, and other such manufacturers.

Conventional Drum

Input Voltage
Input Current

Yamamoto-MS’s Progress in
Developing Mini Barrel Plating Kits

01 Making Experiments in Beakers Possible
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1

COLUMN

03 Extremely Fine Processing Results from High-Level Craftsmanship
To prevent thin parts from getting stuck in the gap caused by a level difference inside the
drum, Yamamoto-MS has developed barrels with extremely small level differences.
This was achieved through trial and error over many years.
The key was high processing technology of acrylic resin, the adhesion work for which
can only be done by very few engineers, even at Yamamoto-MS.
The use of acrylic resin for precision barrel plating is optimal, because acrylic resin is
harder than PP, making it difficult for small things to get stuck inside the barrel.

Example of Programming Operation
POEWR STOP
TIME : 3600S

PG : 0 CW J : NEXT
MV : 12.0 T : 25

PG : 1 CW J : NEXT
MV : 6.0

T:8

PG : 2 CW J : NEXT
MV : 0.0

T:2

PG : 3 CCW J : PG-0
MV : 12.0 T : 25

The motions programmed
as bellow are repeated
for 3600 sec (60 min), and
then stopped.
<PG0>
Rotational Direction: CW
Output Voltage: 12V,
Duration Time: 25 sec
<PG1>
Rotational Direction: CW
Output Voltage: 6V,
Duration Time: 8 sec
<PG2>
Rotational Direction: CW
Output Voltage: 0V,
Duration Tim: 2 sec
<PG3>
Rotational Direction: CCW
Output Voltage: 12V,
Duration Time:25 sec

04 Continuing to be a Company that Strongly Supports Customers
We often hear from our customers of how Yamamoto-MS equipment has helped them in
their work such as commercialization of new products based on successful R&D or when
they were able to manufacture products that were previously difficult to plate or which
were too expensive to manufacture. As a company, nothing makes us more happy than
receiving such feedback from our customers, since it is our mission to provide products
and services that make the impossible possible for our customers or that allow them to
satisfactorily complete their work as they are expected to be done.
We intend to continue working together day by day, with a commitment to satisfying as
many customers as possible, while seeking to become a company trusted and admired all
over the world.
President Wataru Yamamoto
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Corporate Profile

History

Line of Business

1950

Established Yamamoto-Shoten at 3-6, Hongokuchou,
Nihonbashi, Chuo-ku, Tokyo
Started distribution of Sulphameters (kit for measuring
sulphuric acid in chromium plating solution)
Admitted as a Sustaining Member of Metal Finishing
Society of Japan
(the current The Surface Finishing Society of Japan)

December 1961

Relocated to 5-28-1, Sendagaya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo
Specialized the company's business-line to the manufacture
of plating testing equipment and analytical reagents

August 1964
July 1975
October 2000
November 2002
May 2004
November 2004

Changed company name to Yamamoto-Shoten Co., Ltd.
Changed company name to YAMAMOTO-MS Co., Ltd.
Increased capital from JPY 42,000,000 to JPY 63,000,000
Increased capital to JPY 75,600,000
Registered ISO9001 Certification
Increased capital to JPY 80,000,000

Design, development and manufacture of wet surface
treatment equipment ( 100L Volume ), wet surface
treatment testing equipment,
wet surface treatment analyzers (excluding coating application)

Major Customers

ISO9001

Design, development and manufacture of wet surface
treatment-related products (equipment/chemicals)
Major electrics/device manufacturers
Raw/Primary Materials Manufacturer
MEMS-related laboratories & manufacturers
LIGA, MEMS-related laboratories & manufactures
Automotive industrial manufactures / aerospace affiliated
manufactureres
PCB / electronics parts manufacturing plants
Precision machinery industrial manufactures
Plating divisions / laboratories of other manufacturers
National/public laboratories
University laboratories
Plating specialists
Plating chemicals manufacturing companies
Plating Skills Assessment Committee (Japan)

*In 1998, English name has changed from YAMAMOTO
MEKKI SIKENKI to YAMAMOTO-MS Co., Ltd.

We also sell to other countries than the above. Please contact us for more information.

Price change and Specification Modification

Please be aware that in order to improve our products,
we may modify specifications or other aspects and price is subject to change without giving prior notice.

Tokyo
here

Japan

JAPAN MACHINERY COMPANY
5-6, 8-Chome, Ginza, Chuo-ku,
Tokyo 104-0061, Japan
TEL: +81-3-3573-5424 FAX: +81-3-3573-5445
e-mail: overseas@jmc.asia
http://www.jmc.asia/ru/

